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VDX provides bespoke data management and tracking solutions using blockchain technology to 
empower businesses and organisations.

Our vision is to disrupt and irrevocably transform the creation and verification of all digital 
credentials over the blockchain. These VDX blockchain certified credentials can be shared securely, 
instantly and globally with a fraction of the cost compared to the current verification process.

About VDX

Why Blockchain?
The benefits of blockchain are now going beyond the world of finance into other industries,
including education, where trust is extremely important.

Blockchain technology has the ability to be the backbone of educational proof, giving employers the
information required to determine whether a candidate’s CV is accurate. Blockchain technology 
allows students to build up a secure, verifiable digital record of formal qualifications, experience 
and soft skills gained over their lifetime.



User friendly interface

Python based code written to perfection

Can be used as a portal with all the functionalities embedded or as a white label engine 

Our Platform
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Examples

We can run on any blockchain (Bitcoin blockchain, Ethereum blockchain or 
Litecoin blockchain) or on the private ones.

We can adapt to any customer-driven file format.

We offer a customised platform or white label engine that can be connected 
to any platform using RestFUL API .

Why us
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An example of digital certificate generated by VDX 
portal with verified QR code.

Our Customers

VDX is used by Navitas group, which is one of the largest education providers in the world. Navitas 
offers an extensive range of educational services through three major Divisions to students and 
professionals including university programs, creative media education, professional education, 
English language training and settlement services.
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